
ONE MACHINE, MANY USES. Streamlined kiosk with flexible, 
adaptable configurations that perform reliably and accurately.

Mini-Smart Station

Overview

Value and Benefits

SAFE. SECURE. SMARTER. The parking world is complex; each property presents unique needs and 

not every property requires the same parking equipment configuration. With that understanding, 

we developed the Mini-Smart Station to harness the power of our cloud-based parking platform and 

to be flexible for different parking scenarios. You will no longer need to buy totally new equipment 

as needs change, a simple re-configuration of the unit is all that is required.

The PARCS Mini-Smart Station is a streamlined version of our full-sized Smart Station with 

adaptability for key specific parking applications.

Easy Monthly Parking

Worry-free Compliance

Easy Maintenance

Assembled in the US

Extend Your Brand

Total Reliability

Real-time Decision Making

Our system can be configured for over 65 different types of RFID cards that monthly parkers use. Plus, our patent-pending Bluetooth beacon 
technology is embedded in all our products. This means rolling down the window to tap their prox card will become a thing of the past!

Outsource 98% of the PCI duties to us, the only Level 1 Service Provider in the industry. The result is instant and on-going complete PCI 
compliance. It’s that simple!

All peripherals on the PARCS Mini-Smart Station are part of a plug-and-play (USB-based) system and can be swapped out in the existing 
machine as new technology emerges. Our unique FlashCare Maintenance Kit contains replacements for all the major components, so operators 
can quickly replace parts in a matter of minutes with minimal downtime.

Our PARCS Mini-Smart Stations is manufactured in Austin, TX, minimizing shipping time and increasing speed of deployment.

The standard shell of the PARCS Mini-Smart Station comes in a powder-coated silver; properties looking to extend their brand to the parking 
facility can wrap their PARCS Mini-Smart Stations in a design of their choosing.

We provide comprehensive access to monitor and manage all your properties from a single 
back-end portal via mobile, tablet or desktop. With a 99.99% uptime and a 61% reduction in 
support calls, you don’t need to worry about frustrating support and maintenance concerns.

Cloud native technology allows for flexible and quick management decisions. Manage operations like rate changes, credit card payments, 
eParking reservations, and electronic validations in real-time via phone or browser.



Smart Station Components and Configurations
All Smart Stations come standard with robust reporting and on-demand 
dashboards that can be accessed anywhere on any device. The mobile app 
module allows you to manage parking operations from the palm of your 
hand. Plus, you get real-time software updates as demands evolve and 
new software patches are required.

There is also an optional cash acceptance machine with two choices: exact 
change only or bill note recycler. Reconciled funds are accounted for 
electronically and stored in a single locked cashbox. The BNR facilitates 
a closed-loop cash system, allowing facilities to simplify the cash 
management process and increase profitability.

Beyond the configurations below, there are many payment platform, call-
center, analytics and other integrations that can be performed.

Dimensions:

Weight:

Voltage:

Operating Temperature:

Humidity:

Agency certifications:

Rating:

7.5”w x 7.5”d x 55” h

approx. 38 lbs

120V

-20 to +140 F

15-95% rH noncondensing

UL 60950-1/CSA C22.2 N. 60950-1,

and UL 60950-22 Outdoor Use

UL 60950-22 under NEMA 250-2008

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3

FEATURES BENEFITS
Parking kiosk, 

smaller form factor, 
RFID access

Parking kiosk, 
smaller form factor, 

barcode access

Parking kiosk, 
smaller form factor, 

fully loaded

BLE Technology Contactless access check check check

Integrated Intercom with mic & speaker Two-way audio communication check check check

LCD Display (7”) Graphical user interface, touch interaction check check check

RFID Reader Read proximity cards check N/A check

Barcode Scanner (2D, QR) Read codes on tickets, phones N/A check check

Magnetic stripe reader Credit card acceptance, encrypted at head N/A N/A check

Thermal printer (2”) Ticket/receipt dispenser N/A N/A N/A

Camera Visual communication for video support N/A N/A N/A

SERVICE

24/7 phone and online support For troubleshooting and problem-solving issues check check check

FlashCare Maintenance Kit On-site replacement parts Optional Optional Optional

EXAMPLES OF OPTIONAL HARDWARE

Hoods and Hats for protection To protect kiosk from elements Optional Optional Optional

Credit card with EMV chip Payment option N/A N/A N/A

Exact change only cash machine Cash option N/A N/A N/A

Bill Note Recycler cash machine Cash option N/A N/A N/A

Visit us at https://www.flashparking.com/products/integrations/ to view our robust ecosystem of smart parking and mobility integrations and services.

BRANDING

Customized wrapping Extend brand into garage Optional Optional Optional

Are You Ready For The Future?
Go to FlashParking.com/products to learn about how our suite of technology can power the evolution of your 

asset into a networked mobility hub.

http://FlashParking.com/products

